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The UK’s largest chain of licensed
stores is embarking on an ambitious
refurbishment programme that has
already transformed a dozen branches

into new generation, female-friendly
outlets. Abandoning the blue colour
scheme that has been synonymous
with Private Shops for so long, the new
stores are warm purple with white
highlights and feature the taglines ‘Your

Intimate Lifestyle’ and ‘The Adult Store
You Can Trust’ on their windows. Inside

are further enhancements, including
more emphasis on couple-friendly
products and lingerie.Mike Wallace of Private Shops

explained: “We wanted to get away from

the shabby perception that some
people have about licensed stores. Even

now there are people who are too embarrassed to enter a traditional
licensed shop, perhaps because they

expect it to be male-focused, so we’ve
tried to make our stores as welcoming

as we can, while still adhering to the
licensing restrictions we are placed
under by different councils.”Rather remarkably, these restrictions

included one local council rejecting the
new corporate purple colour scheme,
which is why one of the new-style stores

has a white exterior. Wallace added that

recently recruited area manager Leigha
Turner had played a key role in the
programme and that the company
would continue to refurbish stores on a
monthly basis.All stores that have been upgraded

have had their sales closely monitored
and ‘significant increases’ have been
recorded. There are currently 91 Private
Shops around the UK, slightly down
from the chain’s pre-recession peak of
104.

Private eyes female-friendly future format

This month’s ETO Show will feature the

largest gathering of trade suppliers ever

seen at a UK event, with the industry’s
leading names in distribution joined by

specialist suppliers from around the
world and even including major US
brands - Pipedream Products and
Topco - for the first time.ETO Show organiser Jonathan Kirk

(pictured) commented: “Pipedream has
had a presence at the Show in previous

years, in conjunction with its
distribution partners, but never in its
own right before. I think that’s a
testament to the success of the Show,
when one of the leading US
manufacturers decides it wants its own
stand to showcase itself to the UK retail

market.”
Retailers, online stores and party

planners who have an interest in
pleasure products, lingerie and sexual

health lines will find suppliers for every
major industry brand on display, along
with a number of new entrants to the
market. Further incentives to attend
come from the number of brand new
launches scheduled for the event and
the fact that buyers who place forward
orders at the ETO Show can enjoy
significant discounts from many
exhibitors. A full preview of the event,
including a guide to exhibitors, begins
on page 40 of this issue.An added attraction for visitors is the

Lingerie Catwalk, where exhibitors’ latest

costume and lingeriedesigns are showcasedthree times a day. TheETO Show, which is freeto attend, takes place inThe Pavilion at the NEC(National ExhibitionCentre) on Sunday June

22nd and Monday June 23rd and we’d
love you to join us. For more information

visit www.ETOShow.comThe evening of the first day of the
ETO Show will see the industry gather in

the Concourse Suite at the NEC for the
presentation of the 2014 ETO Awards in
association with Fleshlight. If you’d like
to join around 300 other industry
professionals and be one of the first to
discover who will be walking off with
our coveted trophies this year then
please contact jonathan@etoshow.com
for further details. Tickets are priced at£95 (+ VAT) each and thisincludes a champagnereception, three-coursedinner with wine, thepresentation of theAwards followed bydancing to liveentertainment.

Show far show good for the
UK’s leading adult trade event
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print circulation
ETO’s mailed circulation has shown 
a steady increase over the past 
couple of years with the addition of 
more than 500 lingerie and costume 
outlets and party planners. Including 
the online version, ETO is read by 
almost 15,000 industry peers every 
month. The mailed circulation 
comprises more than 4,500 requested 
and individually-addressed copies 
distributed throughout the UK where 
they reach almost every single 
relevant store and online trader. 

The magazine is also circulated to 
both branch and head office levels 
of the major chains, and the head 
offices of other retailers with an 
interest in this market. Publishers, 
distributors and service providers in 
the UK adult industry as well as key 
companies operating in Europe, 
America, Asia and Australia also 
receive ETO.

Read by almost  
15,000 industry peers 

every month

4,500 requested and 
individually-addressed 

copies each issue

online circulation
Erotictradeonly.com regularly 
averages 10,000 unique visitors 
every month, generating upwards 
of 20,000 page impressions. 
Additionally, since 2008, the 
magazine has been available to read 
online and currently averages 4,000 
individual viewers with occasional 
highs approaching 6,000 per issue. 

ETO is currently extending its reach 
through social media networks such 
as Twitter (3,700 followers) and 
Facebook (2,100 ‘Likes’). Regular 
weekly email updates allow ETO to 
communicate with just over 23,000 
addresses worldwide, further 
advancing ETO’s influence into all 
areas of the industry.

10,000 unique visitors 
every month, generating 

upwards of 20,000 
page impressions

3,700       followers

2,100       ‘likes’

Weekly e-mails to 
over 23,000 worldwide       

THE PLEASURE PRODUCTS
TRADE MAGAZINE

editorial
Covering all aspects of the adult 
market, ETO provides a monthly 
platform for news, views, reviews 
and analysis. From the start of 2011, 
the magazine shifted its editorial 
emphasis away from the UK’s legally 
restricted R18 market, allocating 
more editorial space and time to 
products which can be sold by all 
retailers, such as toys, novelties, 
lingerie and consumables. ETO has 
always treated its readers with the 
respect that every trade-only title 
should, whilst retaining a particular 
focus on the retail environment. 

Buyer’s
Guide

7-Function Classic Chic: Wild G
Elegant vibe with a smooth satin finish and
a pronounced kink for G-themed action.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Bendie Power Stud: Little Guy
Slightly shorter (6.5”) and less girthy (1.5”)
variation on the Curvy theme.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Bull Whip
A smart six-foot leather whip, sure to prove
popular with Indiana Jones fanboys.
From: Fetish Fantasy Series
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Antibacterial Toy Cleaner
Classy looking package - an obvious add-on
sale for all purchases of Lelo products.
From: Lelo
Info: www.lelo.com

Bendie Power Stud: Over & Under
Designed for women who want their vibe
to be as multi-tasking as they are.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Devil’s Crop
A useful device for allaying the fears of any
nervous novices - see, it doesn’t hurt...
From: Fetish Fantasy Series
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Ball Cinch With Anal Bead
Wearable anal beads attached to a ball
cinch for longer-lasting prostate stimulation.
From: Fetish Fantasy Elite
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Bendie Power Stud: Cliterrific
New range of three-speed vibes made from a soft material which
is flexible enough for the user to bend into the shape they are
most comfortable with.
From: California Exotic Novelties Info: www.calexotics.com

Entice: Juliette
Wherefore art thou, Juliette? In her panties, for that is my role,
and my seven functions are being controlled by someone else who
can be up to 5m away. 
From: California Exotic Novelties Info: www.calexotics.com

Bendie Power Stud: Rod
Rod is taller (7”), slimmer (1.5”) and has a
body oozing with muscular details.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Entice: Hope
Elegant remote controlled teardrop
stimulator with seven vibrations functions.
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Bendie Power Stud: Curvy
Short (6.75”) but girthy (2”) phallic vibe
with sensation-enhancing surface details. 
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Braided Bitch
Those with the room to swing it should
enjoy getting to grips with this flogger.
From: Fetish Fantasy Series
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Entice: Vivien
Similar to Katharine, and just as charming,
but with a more bulbous clit-stim. 
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

Entice: Katharine
There is so much to love about Katharine. It
looks and feels classy and it doesn’t so much
vibrate as sing, particularly when the two
motors are working in unison. The USB
charger attaches magnetically - brilliantly and
securely - the controls are beautifully simple
and it even has a warming function. 
From: California Exotic Novelties
Info: www.calexotics.com

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
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Fantasy Furry Crop
A girlie version of the Devil’s Crop, with a
fluffy pink business end for teasing.
From: Fetish Fantasy Series
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Icicles No.57
Rose-coloured glass double-ender, gently
curved for G-Spot and P-Spot stimulation.
From: Pipedream
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Obedience Baton
A useful accessory for those who enjoy
‘arresting’ role play games.
From: Fetish Fantasy Series
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

First-Time Flogger
Entry-level cat o’ nine tails which delivers
mild thwacks rather than ouchies.
From: Fetish Fantasy Series
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Icicles No.61
A beautiful piece; phallic tipped, curved,
ribbed and it even sports testes.
From: Pipedream
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Personal Moisturizer
Water-based, paraben-free, glycerine-free
and fragrance-free lube with Aloe Vera.
From: Lelo
Info: www.lelo.com

Fuck My Cock XL
Surreal handheld masturbator featuring a
cute ass with a 7” todger as a torso.
From: Pipedream Extreme Toys
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Icicles No.66
An ideal my-first model but with a cunning
curve to please the experienced too.
From: Pipedream
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Refresh Ultra-Fine Misting Cleaner
Spray-on cleaner that Pipedream says gently
cleans and disinfects surface bacteria.
From: Pipedream Products
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Golden Libido Active
Food supplement for men which is claimed
to increase blood flow and stamina.
From: ABS Holdings
Info: www.absholdings.com

Metal Worx: Nipple Clamps
Heavyweight hand-polished adjustable
nipple clamps cast in high quality steel. 
From: Pipedream Products
Info: www.pipedreamproducts.com

Toy Cleaner
The makers say this lemon-scented spray
can be used with most toys.
From: Safe
Info: www.enjoysafe.com

Love Between Men
Compilation of 17 short stories featuring men getting together
during the day for romance, passion and lust, edited by Shane
Allison.
From: Cleis Press Info: www.cleispress.com

Never Say Never
An intriguing combination of erotic fiction and how-to tips, aimed
at inspiring lovers to try something new. As the cover says:
monogamy does not have to equal monotony.
From: Cleis Press Info: www.cleispress.com

A Princess Bound: Naughty Fairy Tales For Women
Once upon a time Kristina Wright put together a book made up of
childhood tales that had been kinkified for grown up ladies. And
there were lots of happy endings.
From: Cleis Press Info: www.cleispress.com

Slave Girls
Anthology of 21 short stories, with contributions from some well-
known authors, which explores the theme of women in
submission and their kinky cravings. Edited by DL King.
From: Cleis Press Info: www.cleispress.com
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German retailer Erotic Gigant has
embraced the new-look ToyJoy
branding by devoting a five metre
section of its store to the range. The
colourful background graphics ensure
the ToyJoy wall is impossible to miss
and, to further emphasise the hero
products of the brand, a row of
adjacent podiums showcase individual
items.

“We decided to make the wall when
we were at the Scala Fair because it was
a very nice eye catcher,” said Kai Thielen
of Erotic Gigant.

Scala Playhouse declared itself
delighted that Erotic Gigant and many
more of its customers have welcomed
the rebranding of ToyJoy, and the firm
said it is happy to assist other retailers
who would like to showcase the brand

in-store. Simone van Oosten, from the
Scala Playhouse marketing department,
said:

“We got the first reactions at the
Scala Fair and they were very positive.
People really like the colourful and
approachable ‘every day’ design. So it’s
even better to see that our customers

integrate the new look and feel in their
stores, introducing ToyJoy to even more
people.”

For further information about ToyJoy
slatwall artwork and other free POS
imagery contact Scala Playhouse on
01675 430300 or visit
www.scalaplayhouse.com

EROTIC GIGANT INSTALLS TOYJOY WALL
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Temptations Direct
put up for sale

Due to ill health the owners of
Temptations Direct have decided
to put their adult e-commerce
websites up for sale. The company,
set up by husband and wife team
Stephen and Nicola Hackett, has
been a part of the industry for
more than 12 years.

Director Stephen Hackett said:
“I do not have a life limiting
condition. However, due to a
number of complications, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to
run the websites and the e-
commerce part of the business to
its full potential. I have had to rely
ever more on Nicola and with a
young family this can be hard on
her. So the time is right personally
to walk away.”

Hackett believes the sites offer
the right buyer a great
opportunity to either enter the sex
toy market or to bolster their
portfolio: “There are many, many
areas we do not cover in our
marketing strategies,” he
explained. “These have always
been on a ‘to do list’, but as
previously mentioned my health
has prevented me going further
with them. The right owner will be
able to turn our sites from family
business type sites to leading
players in the adult industry.”

In addition to
www.temptationsdirect.co.uk the
sale will also include seven other
live websites, 25 associated
domains and various trademarks
and a large customer database.
The stock and CRM system can also
be included, should the buyer
wish, but Hackett wants to make it
clear that he is not looking to sell
the parent company (Venus Sales
Ltd), so there would not be any
surprise debts lurking for
prospective buyers. Any interested
parties should contact him via
email (sale@venussales.com) or call
him directly on 0774 009 9109.

ABS Holdings has announced that it
has now taken delivery of the System Jo
range of lubricants, stimulation gels
and massage lotions.

Glenn Wilde of ABS said: “Another
well respected, market-leading brand
joins the ranks
at ABS
Holdings. We
are very proud
to be
distributing this
fantastic
brand and
being able to
offer their high
quality
products to our
customers. The
sales team is

fully trained up on all of the products
and is ready and willing to share their
knowledge with all.”

For more details contact the ABS
sales team on 01202 868511 or email
sales@absholdings.com

It’s all Systems Jo at ABS

Pipedream Products has announced
the availability of its new
Promotional Torso Displays, the latest
addition to its merchandising support.
The smooth, white torso displays the
Fetish Fantasy Series
logo at the waistline,
and features a sturdy
metal hanger with
plastic hook so it can
be hung on a display
rack, peg, grid, or
slatwall. The Torso
is designed to
showcase the
Fetish Fantasy
Series Harnesses -
and it is available
free of charge
when customers
purchase a
specific
quantity of
these products -
but it can also be
used to promote
other lines such as
vibrating panties.

“Our new torso displays are a
must-have for any retail

environment,” said Pipedream
visual merchandiser Briana
Honz.

“They do all the
selling for you,
allowing the

customer to really
see and feel

these exquisite
new fetish

essentials.”

Customers
are urged to

contact
their
sales

rep now
while supplies
last. Catalogues
are available by

request from
your distributor.
Online catalogues

are available in multiple formats,
including the Fetish Fantasy Series
Harnesses interactive supplement.
Brand and product videos are also
available to download for in-store and
online use at PDTV.

For more information visit
www.pipedreamproducts.com

NEW TORSO DISPLAY AVAILABLE FOR
FETISH FANTASY SERIES HARNESSES
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Scala Playhouse has announced that it
has expanded its selection of clothing
lines, which includes Allure and Avanza
and Forplay’s sexy little black dresses.

The company said: “Everybody
knows that the little black dress will
never go out of fashion and Forplay -
famous for its sexy costumes and
clubwear - offers an extensive collection
of LBDs, all with edgy details. Forplay
can count a lot of celebrities among its
fan base, including Kim Kardashian,
Lindsay Lohan and Carmen Electra, so

now retailers can help their customers
feel like a celebrity.”

For further information contact Scala
Playhouse on 01675 430300 or visit
www.scalaplayhouse.com

SCALA PLAYHOUSE EXPANDS
CLOTHING LINES

Vi-Bo collection now
available as a gift set
Eropartner Distribution has announced
that it is now offering the entire
collection of Vi-Bo products from Tenga
in one gift set, giving consumers
maximum versatility and the benefits
of the complete range.

The set comes in a cool tin and
includes: 2 x one-speed Vibrating Orbs;

1 x Finger Orb
sleeve for
fingertip
stimulation; 1 x
Ring Orb sleeve to
fit on the shaft and
give vibrating
stimulation; 1 x Hand
Orb sleeve which allows
your fingers to move
whilst giving vibrating
stimulation; 1 x Twin Orb
sleeve which gives you two stimulating

ends for double the fun; and 1 x Stick
Orb sleeve for double the vibrating orb
stimulation.

Although Tenga is known mainly for
its male masturbation products, the
launch of the Vi-Bo collection has seen
its appeal spread to both sexes and
couples. “This gift set from Vi-Bo

includes such a diverse
range of products
suitable for men and
women, it’s a great item
for the bedside drawer”,
said Eropartner buyer
Elcke Wieffering. “The Vi-

Bo range has
been a big
hit and I’m
sure this
offering
will be
just as

popular.”
For more

information contact
Eropartner Distribution via

info@eropartner.com or visit
www.eropartner.com

German wholesaler ZBF is
celebrating its 40th
anniversary this month
and to mark the
occasion the
company, which is
part of the Beate
Uhse group, is
running a series of
promotions over the
next four months. The
daily celebrations began
on May 12th and customers
will be offered ‘spectacular
promotions and gifts’ up until the end

of the summer.
Ringo Baginda, who has
been running ZBF since

2012 and has
completely
restructured the
company,
commented: “Despite
some big changes, we

have a stable and loyal
file of customers. We

really enjoy providing
extra service to our

customers and invest in the
relationships we have with them.”

ZBF invites its customers
to celebrate its 40th
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ETO has influenced the way the UK 
market does business and over the 
last eleven years has proven itself to 
be a completely trustworthy reporter 
of the industry, neither displaying 
preferences nor singling out 
individuals for unwarranted criticism.

The magazine has also changed the 
way the UK adult market perceives 
itself. The introduction of the  
ETO Awards in 2005 gave the 
industry a stage to recognise and 
reward excellence in every sector 
from retail to manufacturing, and 
the unique democratic voting system 
ensures all the winners are chosen by 
the industry as a whole – unlike any 
other awards in the market.

At the same time as introducing the 
awards, ETO also launched the UK’s 
very first trade-only exhibition. 
Staged in mid-summer alongside 
the Awards Presentations, the  
ETO Show has become one the 
industry’s key events, attracting 
exhibitors and visitors from America 
and Europe, as well as every major 
player from the UK market.

Sometimes the simplest ideas really are the
best. For example, jiggle balls are
hugely popular so why not apply
the concept to a butt plug? Like
so many great ideas, it seems
so obvious once it’s been
done. Why didn’t anyone do
this before? Well, Fun
Factory has done it now,
and the German geniuses
have not only created a
brand new product they
have also given jiggle ball
enthusiasts a whole new
experience - oh and let’s not
forget that they’ve opened up
the concept to the other 50% of
the population along the way.

Fun Factory has called the new product
B Balls and the company claims it is the only butt
plug that reacts to its wearer’s movement, or to the
motion of their lover during sex, due to the inner
weights contained within it which are said to create
pleasurable internal waves and massage sensations:
the more intense the activity, the greater the
sensations.

B Balls can be worn beneath clothing too, for
livening up a visit to Aldi, as Fun Factory says the
product is secure, comfortable to wear, and silent in
operation. The two balls are of graduated size (3.2cm
and 3.6cm) and are designed to be inserted segment
by segment, like conventional anal beads, and used
with a water-based lube. Made from silicone and ABS
plastic, B Balls are available in two colours and carry a
two-year guarantee.

Rather surprisingly, the creation of B Balls was not
the result of a single ‘eureka’ moment at Fun Factory,
as the firm’s Tina Grashoff explained: “One of the
most successful products from the early Fun Factory
days up to today are the Smartballs that are a pure
feminine toy to train the pelvic floor. Over the years
we have put a lot of work into perfecting both
Smartball Uno and Smartballs Duo. With the latest
redesign at the beginning of last year, the motion of
the inner balls has become extremely smooth and
silent, the new conically tapered shape also made
them easier to insert and a remodelled surface ever so
easy to clean. Over the years we had customers
enquire about whether or not it was safe to also use

Smartballs for anal pleasures and they were
disappointed that the unique

stimulation of the inner balls
remained exclusively for vaginal

use. However, in the course of
the latest redesign, the idea
of using the newly improved
technology for a safe anal
toy was brought up by a
number of new enquires
again and we thought, why
not give it a try? The first

results soon convinced us to
pursue the idea of this unique

toy.”
And did the idea seem

‘obvious’ at Fun Factory once it had
been sketched out?

“Indeed, though we also needed some
time to make sense of our customers’ input towards

this now so obvious toy idea. But when we eventually
started the design process the excitingly unique idea
behind B Balls fascinated us at once and convinced us
from the very start.”

ANAL-YSING FEEDBACK

Development of B Balls, from the go-ahead to finished
product, took around a year, with prototypes being
tested, optimised and retested along the way
following feedback from a focus group.

“We test all our new products with changing user
groups,” added Grashoff. “We use anonymous
questionnaires and personal interviews to collect
experiences and ideas for improvements from a wide
range of people and user types. This was especially
important for B Balls as it is a unisex toy that needs to
be comfortable when worn in public as well as during
sex with a partner or toy for many different types and
sizes of bodies. We found that the base of the toy
needed a lot of attention as we didn’t want any
delicious body parts to be covered during intercourse
or for it to be visible underneath clothes when worn in
public, while still remaining a secure anal toy that
would fulfil the needs of male and female users. With
B Balls we worked with 20 people that tested and
retested the toy in various stages of the development
in Europe as well as in the US - their feedback had an
important impact on how the final B Balls look andEr
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B BALLS:
NOT ONLY
BUTT ALSO...
Woody Guthrie is credited with saying: “Any fool can
make something complicated, it takes a genius to make
it simple,” and this quote seems a rather apt way to
introduce Fun Factory’s latest launch...

B Balls  2/6/14  17:05  Page 1

feel. Fun Factory has
good experiences
working with tester
groups and we
strongly believe that a
perfect toy can only be
constructed when
closely working with
experienced as well as
inexperienced users.”

The fact that B Balls
is on the market
suggests the focus
group liked the idea:
“When giving the first
prototypes to our
testers we knew we had
hit a nerve - the simple,
yet innovative idea
behind B Balls was
greeted with
astonishment by
all our testers,”
Tina confirmed.
“Especially the
pleasant feeling of being
‘filled up’ and the stimulation through the rotating
inner balls that can continue without time limit as
they move without electricity. They intensify or slow
down with the level of the wearer’s activity, without
having to press a button on the toy or use a remote
control, and this resulted in a new kind of play. Also
the pleasurable insertion that is comparable to the
elements of a short anal bead, as well as the
comfortable base that is very narrow but still keeps
the B Balls safe in place even over a long period of
wearing, got good feedback. The effect of ‘her’
wearing the B Balls during intercourse with ‘him’ was
stressed by a lot of testers as extremely enjoyable. The
rotation of the inner balls during the intense

movements during sex thrilled her while her tightness
combined with the massaging effect of the B Balls
made them both ecstatic.”

Is the concept behind B Balls protected in any way,
to prevent other companies ‘being inspired by the
idea’ and creating their own versions?

“All our products have a very unique design
language that qualifies all our toys as made by Fun
Factory,” she replied. “Our costumers trust the quality
that the brand Fun Factory transports and, among
other things, our designs make sure they can easily
distinguish Fun Factory toys from other products on

the market.
Moreover, we

habitually
do
protect all

our new
products as
registered designs
and utility models.”

B Balls are
available now and

are retailing in
Europe at around

€29.50. Trade
customers who

purchase 16 units
will receive a free B

Balls POS display and a
free sample of the

product. Retailers
who wish to add B
Balls to their range
should contact Fun

Factory direct to buy
stock, as Tina

Grashoff explained:
“B2B customers can
register at
b2b.funfactory.com, browse
Fun Factory’s product range very conveniently online

and start shopping
right away. To secure
the best individual
service for our B2B
partners in the UK we
deliver directly from our
headquarters in Bremen,
Germany, where every single
toy is produced, controlled
and packaged. It’s the best
way to maintain personal
contact and stay in touch
with the demands of
our partners, rather
than working with a
distributor in the
UK.”

If you’d like more
information, Fun
Factory will be
showcasing a wide
range of its latest
products, including its

innovative Stronic
range, at this
month’s ETO

Show, which takes
place at the NEC on
June 22nd and 23rd.

“The simple, yet innovative idea behind B Balls was
greeted with astonishment by all our testers”

- Tina Grashoff
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£3,000
WORTH OF STOCK

AND A LELO PRODUCT
OF THEIR CHOICE* 

FOR EVERY MEMBER OF 
STAFF WHO WORKS IN 

THAT STORE

Even its most bitter rivals would have to concede that 
Lelo creates beautiful products and wraps them in 
exquisite packages – indeed the company has scooped 
the Award for Best Product Packaging for the last 
two years at the ETO Awards. It also offers its retailers 
attractive in-store displays and POS materials to help 
them showcase its upmarket products, investing ‘just 
shy of £50,000’ during 2013 for this purpose.

Now Lelo is running a competition for bricks and 
mortar stores with an extremely generous prize: £3,000 
worth of stock and a Lelo product of their choice* for 
every member of staff who works in that store. To enter 
the competition, stores simply have to upload a picture 
of their in-store Lelo display to a website and answer 
five questions about POS. The competition is open to all 
bricks and mortar retailers, 
whether they buy direct 
from Lelo or through its UK
distributors, ABS Holdings
and Net 1on1.

Kerri Middleton, Lelo’s UK
account manager, explains 
what has prompted this 
initiative: “I wanted to do 
something that got every 
bricks and mortar retailer 
involved. If you buy direct 
from us or through our 
distributors you still can 
enter this competition. The 
stores do such a great job 
of merchandising and some 
staff come up with the most 
amazing displays so I wanted 
to focus on those that 
are really thinking 
outside of the box.”

Attaching a short 
survey to the 
competition will 
allow Lelo to tailor 
forthcoming POS
to retailer’s wishes, 
according to Kerri:
“Originally the survey 
wasn’t the main 
focus. I really was 
impressed with how 
retailers are using in-
store POS but, other 
than the customers, 
who gets to see 
it? I think there’s 
a lot to be said for 
rewarding stores 

that really do go that extra mile to support our brand. 
Currently I think Lelo offers a fantastic amount of 
support when it comes to POS but we would like to do 
a bit of a refresh. So the survey came about as it makes 
much more sense to talk to the stores using it and ask 
them what they think works for their store and what 
really doesn’t. The information is key to us and how we 
develop moving forward but giving back to shop staff is 
definitely the most exciting part.”

Lelo has form in this area, introducing its Global 
Rewards Programme for bricks and mortar retail staff 
last year. This scheme rewarded sales staff with prizes, 
based on how many Lelo products they sold. The prizes 
included Apple iPads, Samsung Galaxy smartphones, 
Nespresso coffee machines and Lelo’s own products. 

“Our Global Rewards 
Programme was a real 
eye-opener for me,” adds 
Kerri. “The UK had the most 
entrants and that really 
proved a point. Staff work 
really hard to get those sales 
and support the brand, and 
that’s a large part of why 
we’re running this contest.”

POSitive impact
Kerri believes that relevant 
and appropriate POS support 
is vitally important in today’s 
retail market: “There are a 
lot of brands on the market 
and retailers are investing in 
them,” she says. “POS splits 
one company from another 
and encourages people to 
buy within brand. Also, with 
products being so much more 
discreet now, customers may 
not always be sure of what 
the product is or does. So 
information cards and easy 
to understand POS really 

helps those nervous 
shoppers who may 
not be confident 
enough to ask.Over 
100 UK retailers 

currently feature 
Lelo POS displays or 
stands, including Ann 
Summers, Nice ‘n’ 
Naughty, and Simply 
Pleasure to name a 
few, but I do try to 
work with all retailers 

LELO’S LATEST LAUNCH:

A RETAIL COMPETITION
WITH BIG PRIZES

*excluding the 24K gold Luxe models.

Swedish luxury brand 
Lelo is one of retail’s 
biggest supporters, 

offering stores a range 
of high quality POS 

materials, and now it is 
going further by running 
an in-store competition 

with big prizes…
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kerri.middleton@lelo.com – or their distributors to 
request POS materials or displays. The competition 
starts now and will run until Monday 16th June. The
winner will be announced on Friday 20th June in ETO’s 
weekly email newsletter and the prize will be presented 
on ETO’s stand at June’s ETO Show.

“This competition is open to every retailer within the 
UK and Ireland that stocks Lelo products,” Kerri adds. 
“Lingerie, gift or adult stores can all enter, as can chain 
stores. If they win, there are no restrictions on what 
they can choose from our range. They can pick multiple 
SKUs, colours and accessories and even if they spend it 
on our most expensive – non-Luxe – line, which retails 
at £134, they can have 22 of them to sell and still have 
some left over for cleaners.”

To enter this competition or for more details visit 
www.lelo.com/ukdisplay

as much as I can, even if they are buying through 
distributors. Smaller chains and independents who buy 
through distribution are still offered our entire POS 
range so we try to be fair to everyone.”

Unlike the recipients of Lelo’s Global Rewards 
Programme, the winner of this new promotion will not 
necessarily be the store that sells the most products. 
“Our global marketing manager, Steve Thomson, will 
be the judge for the competition,” says Kerri. “He will 
be looking for use of imagination, shopability and 
generally just the most creative entries. It’s not down 
to how many products you sell or the amount of 
space you have as every store has its strengths and
limitations. Even if you only have a small selection of
Lelo products you can still win the competition. It’s not
about size, it’s about how you use it…”

Stores wishing to enter this competition should contact 
Kerri direct – if they buy direct from Lelo, via 

                       “If you buy

                   direct from us or

             through our distributors

       you still can enter this 

competition. The stores do such 

a great job of merchandising and

some staff come up with the most

amazing displays so I wanted

to focus on those that are really

thinking outside of the box.”

KERRI MIDDLETON, LELO’S UK ACCOUNT MANAGER
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NEW SHOPS
IN LONDON
ETO tries to avoid any south-east bias, but there’s no
escaping the fact that’s where the UK’s highest
population density is, served by a large number of
adult stores. Fortunately London has enough stores

to make repeated mystery shopping visits viable.
With a 607 sq mile urban core housing 8.3m people,
a lot has changed in London in this decade alone.
The astonishing Shard, and even newer buildings in
The City still appearing, stands of Boris Bikes on
street corners and a giant blue cock in Trafalgar
Square - the ‘white heat’ of progress has been so hot
one of those new buildings actually melted a car last
summer! Even at the height of the recession there
was lots of investment in London, and much of it
had nothing to do with the Olympics. Just where all
the money came from I’ll leave you to speculate, but
the result is an evolving, vibrant city (mostly!)
reflected in its adult stores.

Branches of this US chain have recently appeared in
Leeds, Manchester, Sheffield and down south in
Bluewater, Kent, the Stratford Westfield and in central
London. I was curious what lay behind the glossy
exterior and doormen on New Bond Street. The lower
ground floor’s home to Pink, VS’s teen/younger brand,
while the ground floor is monochrome with patterned
wallpapers, dark wood or metallic floors, spotlights
and outsized shades glow over gleaming black sets of
drawers with little notes on sizes and crystal pulls.
Satin ribbon-wrapped body forms (an idea worth
pinching) were on little pouffes to vary their heights.
Three fancy pants for £27 and £278 bustiers set the
pricing scene. The next floor is pink and candy striped,
with light wood floors, walls of perfumes and
sleep/beachwear. Two soft Ts for £44, five basic
knickers for £20 and a £59.50 bikini top were all well
and good in this grand, sprawling store, but I wasn’t
convinced the products looked in any way ‘special’.
However, linking the levels, a sweeping staircase of
mirror and chamfered glass brought some ‘typical
Vegas restraint’ to London, with a three floor-tall
video screen as a backdrop. Its framed model portraits
and painted ‘lipstick slogan’ messages on mirrors are
super-slick, USA-style. I did see a rubber band on the
floor, but it was quickly picked up and I did get a
welcome. Overblown, ambitious and glamorous but
with frankly underwhelming stock for the price, I have
to accept that as a destination, this shop deserves full
marks. See it to believe it!

Clonezone

Next I nipped across Carnaby Street into Soho to see a
very different adult market sector. Having crossed
sides of Old Compton Street, and crossed Dean Street
too, the new Clonezone flagship store is still central
enough to get attention. Especially with two red
feather banners fluttering outside. Inside it’s a little
dark in places due to questionable spotlight
positioning, concrete floors and black walls, but the
bright red counter unit adds a splash of colour, as does
the stock. Sportswear from very specific manufacturers
(£29.99 open-crotch Sukrew shorts caught my eye),
novelty and gift ranges including chocolates, plus
£2.99 greetings cards were all excellent. As was the
magnificent range of room oudourisers behind the
counter. Down steep grey stairs, the ‘atmospheric’
lighting worked better in a cellar environment, where
I saw £60 Nexus Rev prostate massagers down from
£120, £15.99 plugs, £6.99 bondage tape, douches and
lots of Colt and outsized Titan toys. Somewhat
cramped in places, I manoeuvred between stands of
£9.99 (3/£25) and £14.99 (3/£40) R18 DVDs to look at
£35.50-£39.99 ‘tunnel plugs’ and Fatboy sleeves. I got
a welcome but no offer of help while inspecting a
£49.99 metal combined cock ring and plug in a glass
case - perhaps I looked entirely comfortable and in
charge of my destiny? With an excellent stock range,
good prices and a nice atmosphere - beaty music to
grind to helped a lot - I put my concerns about the
patchy lighting grid and distracted staff to one side. A
very impressive shop.

According to Robert Hughes,
new is shocking. He was
talking about modern art in
1980, but is it equally true of

adult retail today?

By targeting new
shops in

London our
Mystery Shopper

hoped to find out.
Were they derivative

or did she suffer The
Shock of the New?

Exceptional and inspiring

An impressive shopping
experience

Ticks almost all of the
right boxes

Lacking some vital elements

Memorable for the wrong
reasonsEr
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Harmony

Further along Old Compton Street it meets Charing
Cross Road, where this new Harmony store stands on
the corner. Presenting a classy, grown-up exterior
thanks to paint choices and nice detailing - miniature
trees beside the entrance - it’s very at home in its
surroundings. The interior’s equally accomplished,
with tables of products over a wood floor, walls of
Baci, stands of £3.99 Fever stockings and lots of
Jimmyjane (four ‘forms’ on a display especially good)
and Ovo (mini models for £19.99-£24.99) really
appealed. So did the use of QR codes to send
smartphone-equipped shoppers to more information
on the range. I headed into the basement below a ‘I
love to go down’ neon sign and past £85 Rouge
bondage kits in three colours. With a concrete floor
this could have been a gloomy area but the lighting’s
pitch-perfect and warm dark red walls work to nullify
any sense of ‘cellar’. Nooks of bondage gear and DVDs
(£9.99/3 for £25 to £19.99/3 for £50, back wall of new
releases) are less successful but still ‘niche fun’.
Displays of Electrastim and Male Edge didn’t fight,
unlike the video screen audio on neighbouring Sex &
Mischief and Sportsheets stands. D/s clothing (half-
price Phase PVC, latex, menswear, £39.99 PVC Maid)
and £39.99 Fever Wigs concluded my tour. A
confident, attractive store let down at the time of my
visit by bored-looking, inattentive staff.

Ziggla

Hurried research, professional-looking Ziggla.com and
Ziggla having never crossed my radar before lead me
to think it was new. I was wrong. Windows too busy
with shoes and dancewear-clad mannequins led to
immediate expectation lowering. A ring-to-enter
system took a moment to get a response and once in
my senses were overwhelmed by the sheer quantity of
stock. This would usually be a plus but how it was
arranged, overflowing costumes on rails (Leg Avenue
down from £75 to £65 to £50), shoes covering every
inch of shelving (£130 PVC fetish boots) and items
piled upon items (Fetish Fantasy masks, £9.99 bondage
tape) left me writing ‘muddled’ on my notes. The
friendly, helpful manageress followed me downstairs,
which felt rather ‘hovering’ but given my large
handbag, a wise stock-protecting move. She also
turned the lights on for me.  Serenaded by sirens and
traffic, surrounded by yellow walls, I browsed unpriced
dildos until I found a box with the price written onto
it and abandoned my task. There’s certainly scope for
improvement here though the attentive manageress
was very good.

House of Harlot

Crossing London from the west’s Fulham to the east’s
Brick Lane in Whitechapel - indeed, I passed locations I
remembered from a Ripper Tour - brought me to
House of Harlot’s new shop. It used to be on Holloway
Road in the north, but the new bold window looked
even happier surrounded by the street art and Asian
restaurants of the East End. A workshop as well as the
company store, I was pleased to find only the smell of
latex (childhood flashbacks to bicycle shops) and not
glue when I was again buzzed in. A wooden floor
below pale blue walls enhanced by gold details,
mirrors and wall lamps made ideal surroundings to
admire fetish couture. Curtains used to distance the
sales floor from the troubles of the outside world
worked beautifully, helping to deaden any traffic
noise and create an intimate space. Looking over £29
opera gloves, £99 bras, £279 corsets, £305 maids
uniforms, military outfits and peaked caps - all
handmade in latex - brought home how expensive
some of Victoria’s Secret’s mass produced goods are in
comparison. A small selection of menswear, Radio 4, a
helpful but not in-my-face manageress and a peaceful
and soothing atmosphere were all as lovely as one
could wish them to be. Given a flyer for the website
on exit, it’s hard to think how this purveyor of own-
brand and TG (Torture Garden) clothing could be
improved. Sure, it could be larger, but that would rob
it of some compact charm. In a word, delightful.
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In addition to a large number of 
news pages in each issue, ETO’s 
regular features include profiles of 
the market’s major – and minor – 
players, in-depth examinations of 
product sectors, ‘mystery shopper’ 
reports, and practical advice for retail 
on every aspect of business – from 
the in-depth analysis of legislative 
changes to shop window dressing.

influence

THE PLEASURE PRODUCTS
TRADE MAGAZINE



advertising
While press releases are important 
components in any communications 
strategy, it is advertising that allows 
you to persuade as well as inform. 
Appearing within a greatly respected 
environment that encourages 
discussion and provides a forum for 
lively debate enhances the message 
of any ETO advertiser.

Whether advertisers are looking to 
increase their profile within the 
trade, promote new products or 
services or make major 
announcements, they know that 
having their message included 

within ETO will ensure it reaches all 
their customers – and their rivals’ 
customers – for a fraction of the 
cost of mailing each account 
individually.

With the exception of double page 
spreads and the Directory section, 
all advertisements, regardless of 
size, are placed on or facing editorial 
copy, thereby eliminating so called 
‘advertising graveyards’.

ETO reserves the right to censor,  
or omit, any material which in its 
opinion is offensive, pornographic 
or illegal.

Advertising Rates

Size 1 month  3 months 6 months  12 months

Double page spread £2,000 £1,900/month £1,800/month £1,600/month

Full page £1,200 £1,140/month £1,080/month £960/month

Half page £800 £760/month £720/month £640/month

Quarter page £500 £475/month £450/month £400/month

Directory box £100 £95/month £90/month £80/month

Special positions include: 2/3 Spread, Centre Spread, Outside Back Cover, Inside Front Cover. 

All special positions carry a 10% surcharge. 

4 Page/Cover Wrap and Loose inserts: price on application.

Advertising Rates

Mechanical data – printed magazine

Size Height Width Comments

Double page spread 340mm 490mm + 10mm bleed all round

Full page 340mm 245mm + 10mm bleed all round

Half page horizontal 160mm 225mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Half page vertical 320mm 110mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Quarter page 160mm 110mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Directory box  50mm 85mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Copy Requirements: High resolution (300dpi) jpeg or print-resolution PDF with colour proof.

Deadlines: As a general rule, the deadline for the following month’s issue is around the 13th of the 
each month. Please contact the advertising team for further information for specific months or issues.

Mechanical data – printed magazine

Mechanical data – ETO online

Size Height (pixels) Width (pixels) File format(s) accepted

MPU 300 250 .gif .jpeg .swf

UAP 180 150 .gif .jpeg .swf

Header 400 640  .jpeg

eShot / Newsletter banner 115 699  .jpeg         

Background                           Call for specifications and template

Mechanical data – ETO online (prices on application)
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